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NATIONAL BESTSELLER Falastin is a soulful tour of Palestinian cookery today from Ottolenghi's Executive Chef Sami Tamimi,
with 120 highly cookable recipes contextualized by his personal narrative of the Palestine he grew up in. The story of Palestine's
food is really the story of its people. When the events of 1948 forced people from all the regions of Palestine together into one
compressed land, recipes that were once closely guarded family secrets were shared and passed between different groups in an
effort to ensure that they were not lost forever. In Falastin, Tamimi retraces the lineage and evolution of his country's cuisine, born
of its agriculturally optimal geography, many distinct regional cooking traditions, and, ultimately, Palestinian cooks' ingenuity and
resourcefulness as the country's foodways mingled and morphed. From the recipes of refugee-camp cooks to the home kitchens
of Gaza and the mill of a master tahini maker, Tamimi teases out the vestiges of an ancient cuisine while recording the derivations
of a dynamic cuisine and the stories of the people of Palestine--as told from the kitchen.
"A collection of 120 recipes exploring the flavors of Jerusalem from the New York Times bestselling author of Plenty, one of the
most lauded cookbooks of 2011. In Jerusalem, Yotam Ottolenghi re-teams with his friend (and the co-owner of his restaurants)
Sami Tamimi. Together they explore the vibrant cuisine of their home city--with its diverse Muslim, Jewish, Arab, Christian, and
Armenian communities. Both men were born in Jerusalem in the same year--Tamimi on the Arab east side and Ottolenghi in the
Jewish west. This cookbook offers recipes from their unique cross-cultural perspectives including Charred Baby Okra with Tomato
and Preserved Lemon, Braised Lamb Meatballs with Sour Cherries, and Clementine and Almond Cake. With five bustling
restaurants in London and two stellar cookbooks, Ottolenghi is one of the most respected chefs in the world; Jerusalem is his most
personal, original, and beautiful cookbook yet"--Provided by publisher.
Digesting Recipes: The Art of Culinary Notation scrutinises the form of the recipe, using it as a means to explore a multitude of
subjects in post-war Western art and culture, including industrial mass-production, consumerism, hidden labour, and art engaged
with the everyday. Each chapter is presented as a dish in a nine-course meal, drawing on examples from published cookbooks
and the work of artists such as Alison Knowles, Yoko Ono, Annette Messager, Martha Rosler, Barbara T. Smith, Bobby Baker and
Mika Rottenberg. A recipe is an instruction, the imperative tone of the expert, but this constraint can offer its own kind of potential.
A recipe need not be a domestic trap but might instead offer escape – something to fantasise about or aspire to. It can hold a
promise of transformation both actual and metaphorical. It can be a proposal for action, or envision a possible future.
Named Cookbook of the Year by the Sunday Times (UK) Fortnum & Mason Food & Drink Awards Cookery Book of the Year 2015
The Guild of Food Writer's (UK) Award Winner for Best First Book "Honey & Co.'s food--taking its cue from generations of
dedicated home cooks--captures everything that is generous, hearty, and delicious in the Middle East."--Yotam Ottolenghi After
falling in love through their shared passion for food, Itamar Srulovich and Sarit Packer launched Honey & Co., one of London's
hottest new restaurants, in 2012. Since opening the doors, they have created exquisite dishes, delectable menus, and an
atmosphere that's as warm, inviting, and exotic as the food they serve. Recipes include spreads and dips, exquisitely balanced
salads, one-pan dishes, simple fragrant soups, rich Persian entrees, the tagines of North Africa, the Sofritos of Jerusalem, and the
herb-infused stews of Iran. HONEY & CO. brings the flavors of the Middle East to life in a wholly accessible way, certain to entice
and satisfy in equal measure.
Relaxed, flexible home cooking from Yotam Ottolenghi and his superteam. Whether they're conjuring up new recipes or cooking
for themselves at home, the Ottolenghi Test Kitchen team do what we all do: they raid their kitchens. But then, they turn whatever
they find into approachable creations with an 'Ottolenghi' twist. This instinct is in perfect sync with recent times, when we've all
been standing in front of our kitchen shelves, our cupboards and our fridges, wondering what to cook with what we've got; how to
put a can of chickpeas or a bag of frozen peas to good use, instead of taking an extra trip to the shops. For the first time, the team
welcome us into their creative space. These dishes pack all the punch and edge we expect from Ottolenghi, but offer more
flexibility to make them our own, using what we've got to hand. There's the ultimate guide to creamy dreamy hummus, a one-pan
route to confit tandoori chickpeas and a tomato salad that rules them all. This book is all about feeding ourselves and our families
with less stress and less fuss, but with all the 'wow' of an Ottolenghi meal. It's a notebook to scribble on and add to, to take its
ethos and absolutely make it your own. This is how to cook, the OTK way.
Winner of the Observer Food Monthly Cookbook of the Year 2013. Yotam Ottolenghi and Sami Tamimi are the men behind the
bestselling Ottolenghi: The Cookbook. Their chain of restaurants is famous for its innovative flavours, stylish design and superb
cooking. At the heart of Yotam and Sami's food is a shared home city: Jerusalem. Both were born there in the same year, Sami on
the Arab east side and Yotam in the Jewish west. Nearly 30 years later they met in London, and discovered they shared a
language, a history, and a love of great food. Jerusalem sets 100 of Yotam and Sami's inspired, accessible recipes within the
cultural and religious melting pot of this diverse city. With culinary influences coming from its Muslim, Jewish, Arab, Christian and
Armenian communities and with a Mediterranean climate, the range of ingredients and styles is stunning. From recipes for soups
(spicy frikkeh soup with meatballs), meat and fish (chicken with caramelized onion and cardamom rice, sea bream with harissa
and rose), vegetables and salads (spicy beetroot, leek and walnut salad), pulses and grains (saffron rice with barberries and
pistachios), to cakes and desserts (clementine and almond syrup cake), there is something new for everyone to discover. Packed
with beautiful recipes and with gorgeous photography throughout, Jerusalem showcases sumptuous Ottolenghi dishes in a
dazzling setting.
With his fabulous restaurants and bestselling Ottolenghi Cookbook, Yotam Ottolenghi has established himself as one of the most
exciting talents in the world of cookery and food writing. This exclusive collection of vegetarian recipes is drawn from his column
'The New Vegetarian' for the Guardian's Weekend magazine, and features both brand-new recipes and dishes first devised for that
column. Yotam's food inspiration comes from his strong Mediterranean background and his unapologetic love of ingredients. Not a
vegetarian himself, his approach to vegetable dishes is wholly original and innovative, based on strong flavours and stunning,
fresh combinations. With sections devoted to cooking greens, aubergines, brassicas, rice and cereals, pasta and couscous,
pulses, roots, squashes, onions, fruit, mushrooms and tomatoes, the breadth of colours, tastes and textures is extraordinary.
Featuring vibrant, evocative food photography from acclaimed photographer Jonathan Lovekin, and with Yotam's voice and
personality shining through, Plenty is a must-have for meat-eaters and vegetarians alike.
FALASTIN is a love letter to Palestine, the land and its people; an evocative collection of over 110 unforgettable recipes and
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stories from the co-authors of Jerusalem and Ottolenghi- The Cookbook, and Ottolenghi SIMPLE. Travelling through Bethlehem,
East Jerusalem, Nablus, Haifa, Akka, Nazareth, Galilee and the West Bank, Sami and Tara invite you to experience and enjoy
unparalleled access to Sami's homeland. As each region has its own distinct identity and tale to tell, there are endless new flavour
combinations to discover. The food is the perfect mix of traditional and contemporary, with recipes that have been handed down
through the generations and reworked for a modern home kitchen, alongside dishes that have been inspired by Sami and Tara's
collaborations with producers and farmers throughout Palestine. With stunning food and travel photography plus stories from
unheard Palestinian voices, this innovative cookbook will transport you to this rich and complex land. So get ready to laden your
table with the most delicious of foods - from abundant salads, soups and wholesome grains to fluffy breads, easy one-pot dishes
and perfumed sweet treats - here are simple feasts to be shared and everyday meals to be enjoyed. These are stunning
Palestinian-inspired dishes that you will want to cook, eat, fall in love with and make your own.
Jamie Oliver: 'I love Maunika's cooking. Her food is a joy - she makes incredible Indian food really achievable at home. A fantastic
Indian cookbook.' Yotam Ottolenghi: 'Reading Maunika's book feels as though you're actually sitting in an Indian family kitchen,
sharing stories and recipes. I've been inspired by her to make my own paneer and to play with pickled watermelon rind. Delightful!'
Growing up in Mumbai, Maunika Gowardhan learned the secrets of home cooking, Indian-style. Now living in the UK, Maunika is
often asked, 'what do Indians cook on a day to day basis?' And, 'how is it that you can rustle up a curry for an everyday meal when
you're so busy?' The answer is in chapters of this book. Hungry include recipes made from easy-to-find ingredients for when you're
starving and short of time. And Lazy contains recipes for when you want something a bit slower, a bit comforting, but still
straightforward. Indian food is also about feasting, so when you have the luxury of time and want to put some real love into a meal
at the weekend, you can turn to Indulgent, or when you have friends and family coming over then Celebratory is the chapter for
you. Whatever your mood, Indian Kitchen will inspire you to add Indian cooking into your weekly menu.
The cookbook that launched Yotam Ottolenghi as an international food celebrity If you are a fan of Plenty More, Forks Over
Knives, Smitten Kitchen Every Day, or On Vegetables, you'll love this Ottolenghi cookbook A vegetarian cookbook from the author
of Jerusalem: A Cookbook and other Ottolenghi cookbooks: A must-have collection of 120 vegetarian recipes from Yotam
Ottolenghi featuring exciting flavors and fresh combinations that will become mainstays for readers and eaters looking for a brilliant
take on vegetables. Mastering the art of French cooking the Yotam Ottolenghi way: One of the most exciting talents in the cooking
world, Yotam Ottolenghi's food inspiration comes from his Cordon Bleu training, Mediterranean background, and his unapologetic
love of ingredients. "My approach can be the opposite to traditional French cooking, where everything is a little bit uniform and you
work hard to process a sauce into the most fine and homogenous thing. I go the other way and use spices, herbs and other
ingredients to create a sense of surprise." Not a vegetarian himself, his approach to vegetable dishes is wholly original and
innovative, based on freshness and seasonality, and drawn from the diverse food cultures represented in London. The Plenty
cookbook: Plenty is the cookbook that launched Yotam Ottolenghi from a fabulous chef, London restaurant owner, and British
newspaper columnist to an international food celebrity. In the Plenty cookbook, Yotam puts a spotlight on vegetarian restaurantcaliber recipes that every home cook can make. A vibrant photo accompanies every recipe in this visually stunning Ottolenghi
cookbook. Essential for meat-eaters and vegetarians alike! Plenty is an indispensable cookbook for every home library.
Ottolenghi Simple: A Cookbook by Yotam Ottolenghi: Conversation Starters This engaging cookbook is filled with the kind of
dishes that have made Ottolenghi's broad and well-deserved reputation. Try his Braised Eggs with Leeks and Za'atar; Lamb and
Feta Meatballs; Cauliflower, Pomegranate, and Pistachio Salad; and Fig and Thyme Clafoutis. The book features a collection of
130 recipes which chef Ottolenghi infuse with his Middle Eastern signature cooking. The dishes are simple but prepared in
interesting ways. Bon Appétit says Yotam Ottolenghi "captures the flavors of the moment." No other chef does this better.
Ottolenghi Simple is declared one of the best cookbooks of 2018 by NPR, The New York Times, and The Kitchn. It is one more
bestseller cookbook in the long list of New York Times bestselling cookbook author. A Brief Look Inside: EVERY GOOD BOOK
CONTAINS A WORLD FAR DEEPER than the surface of its pages. The characters and their world come alive, and the characters
and its world still live on. Conversation Starters is peppered with questions designed to bring us beneath the surface of the page
and invite us into the world that lives on. These questions can be used to create hours of conversation: - Foster a deeper
understanding of the book - Promote an atmosphere of discussion for groups - Assist in the study of the book, either individually or
corporately - Explore unseen realms of the book as never seen before Disclaimer: This book you are about to enjoy is an
independent resource to supplement the original book, enhancing your experience. If you have not yet purchased a copy of the
original book, please do before purchasing this unofficial Conversation Starters. (c) Copyright 2019 Download your copy now on
sale Read it on your PC, Mac, iOS or Android smartphone, tablet devices.
Cookbook offre 140 recettes issues des restaurants Ottolenghi. Les deux auteurs ont su créer des recettes simples et innovantes,
inspirées de leur enfance passée respectivement dans l'Ouest et l'Est de Jérusalem. Ils sont aussi allés puiser leur inspiration
dans les traditions culinaires du Maghreb, du Liban, d'Italie et de Californie. 140 recettes originales et saines, alliant poissons,
viandes, délicieuses salades, pains et, pour finir, leurs délicieuses meringues et gâteaux.
Collects more than one hundred vegetarian recipes organized by cooking method, including such salad, main dish, and dessert
recipes as fig salad, root vegetable pie, and apricot, walnut, and lavender cake.
JAMES BEARD AWARD FINALIST • The New York Times bestselling collection of 130 easy, flavor-forward recipes from beloved
chef Yotam Ottolenghi. In Ottolenghi Simple, powerhouse author and chef Yotam Ottolenghi presents 130 streamlined recipes
packed with his signature Middle Eastern–inspired flavors, all simple in at least (and often more than) one way: made in 30
minutes or less, with 10 or fewer ingredients, in a single pot, using pantry staples, or prepared ahead of time for brilliantly,
deliciously simple meals. Brunch gets a make-over with Braised Eggs with Leeks and Za’atar; Cauliflower, Pomegranate, and
Pistachio Salad refreshes the side-dish rotation; Lamb and Feta Meatballs bring ease to the weeknight table; and every sweet
tooth is sure to be satisfied by the spectacular Fig and Thyme Clafoutis. With more than 130 photographs, this is elemental
Ottolenghi for everyone.
Vegetables have moved from the side dish to the main plate, grains celebrated with colour and flair. It's a revolution that is bold,
inspiring and ever-expanding. Yotam Ottolenghi's Plenty changed the way people cook and eat. Its focus on vegetable dishes, with
the emphasis on flavour, original spicing and freshness of ingredients, caused a revolution not just in this country, but the world
over. Plenty More picks up where Plenty left off, with 150 more dazzling vegetable-based dishes, this time organised by cooking
method. Grilled, baked, simmered, cracked, braised or raw, the range of recipe ideas is stunning. With recipes including Alphonso
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mango and curried chickpea salad, Membrillo and stilton quiche, Buttermilk-crusted okra, Lentils, radicchio and walnuts with
manuka honey, Seaweed, ginger and carrot salad, and even desserts such as Baked rhubarb with sweet labneh and Quince
poached in pomegranate juice, this is the cookbook that everyone has been waiting for.
Tras habernos transmitido una mirada diferente y totalmente renovadora sobre el sabroso y apetecible mundo de las verduras,
Ottolenghi nos habla en Dulce de su pasion por el mundo de los sabores dulces a traves de mas de cien recetas novedosas y
espectaculares con la impronta inconfundible de sus propuestas: ingredientes evocativos, especias exoticas, citricos y aromas
mediterraneos. Una autentica oda a los postres.despertandose muy pronto en busca de inspiracion por cualquier rincon del
planeta para transformar el desayuno diario en un plato magnifico e inolvidable.
A vegetarian cookbook from the author of Jerusalem Cookbook and other Ottolenghi cookbooks: A must-have collection of 120
vegetarian recipes from Yotam Ottolenghi featuring exciting flavors and fresh combinations that will become mainstays for readers
and eaters looking for a brilliant take on vegetables. Mastering the art of French cooking the Yotam Ottolenghi way: One of the
most exciting talents in the cooking world, Yotam Ottolenghi's food inspiration comes from his Cordon Bleu training, Mediterranean
background, and his unapologetic love of ingredients. "My approach can be the opposite to traditional French cooking, where
everything is a little bit uniform and you work hard to process a sauce into the most fine and homogenous thing. I go the other way
and use spices, herbs and other ingredients to create a sense of surprise." Not a vegetarian himself, his approach to vegetable
dishes is wholly original and innovative, based on freshness and seasonality, and drawn from the diverse food cultures
represented in London. The Plenty cookbook: Plenty is the cookbook that launched Yotam Ottolenghi from a fabulous chef,
London restaurant owner, and British newspaper columnist to an international food celebrity. In the Plenty cookbook, Yotam puts a
spotlight on vegetarian restaurant-caliber recipes that every home cook can make. A vibrant photo accompanies every recipe in
this visually stunning Ottolenghi cookbook. Essential for meat-eaters and vegetarians alike! The Plenty cookbook is indispensable
for every home library.
Level up your vegetables. In this groundbreaking cookbook, Yotam Ottolenghi and Ixta Belfrage offer a next-level approach to
vegetables that breaks down the fundamentals of cooking into three key elements: process, pairing, and produce. For process,
Yotam and Ixta show how easy techniques such as charring and infusing can change the way you think about cooking. Discover
how to unlock new depths of flavor by pairing vegetables with sweetness, fat, acidity, or chile heat, and learn to identify the
produce that has the innate ability to make dishes shine.With main courses, sides, desserts, and a whole pantry of "flavor bombs"
(homemade condiments), there's something for any meal, any night of the week, including surefire hits such as Stuffed Eggplant in
Curry and Coconut Dal, Spicy Mushroom Lasagne, and Romano Pepper Schnitzels. Chock-full of low-effort, high-impact dishes
that pack a punch and standout meals for the relaxed cook,
A cookbook from acclaimed London restaurant Nopi, by powerhouse author Yotam Ottolenghi and Nopi head chef Ramael Scully.
Yotam Ottolenghi is beloved in the food world for his beautiful, inspirational cookbooks, as well as his Ottolenghi delis and his finedining restaurant, Nopi. In "The NOPI Cookbook," head chef Ramael Scully's Asian-inspired pantry meets Ottolenghi's Middle
Eastern influences and brings the restaurant's favorite dishes within reach of the home cook.
Flavour-forward, vegetable-based recipes are at the heart of Yotam Ottolenghi’s food. In this stunning new cookbook Yotam and
co-writer Ixta Belfrage break down the three factors that create flavour and offer innovative vegetable dishes that deliver brandnew ingredient combinations to excite and inspire. Ottolenghi FLAVOUR combines simple recipes for weeknights, low-effort highimpact dishes, and standout meals for the relaxed cook. Packed with signature colourful photography, FLAVOUR not only inspires
us with what to cook, but how flavour is dialled up and why it works. The book is broken down into three parts, which reveal how to
tap into the potential of ordinary vegetables to create extraordinary food: Process explains cooking methods that elevate veg to
great heights; Pairing identifies four basic pairings that are fundamental to great flavour; Produce offers impactful vegetables that
do the work for you. With surefire hits, such as Aubergine Dumplings alla Parmigiana, Hasselback Beetroot with Lime Leaf Butter,
Miso Butter Onions, Spicy Mushroom Lasagne and Romano Pepper Schnitzels, plus mouthwatering photographs of nearly every
one of the more than 100 recipes, Ottolenghi FLAVOUR is the impactful, next-level approach to vegetable cooking that Ottolenghi
fans and vegetable lovers everywhere have been craving.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A collection of over 110 recipes for sweets, baked goods, and confections from superstar
chef Yotam Ottolenghi, thoroughly tested and updated. Yotam Ottolenghi is widely beloved in the food world for his beautiful,
inspirational, and award-winning cookbooks, as well as his London delis and fine dining restaurant. And while he's known for his
savory and vegetarian dishes, he actually started out his cooking career as a pastry chef. Sweet is entirely filled with delicious
baked goods, desserts, and confections starring Ottolenghi's signature flavor profiles and ingredients including fig, rose petal,
saffron, orange blossom, star anise, pistachio, almond, cardamom, and cinnamon. A baker's dream, Sweet features simple treats
such as Chocolate, Banana, and Pecan cookies and Rosemary Olive Oil Orange Cake, alongside recipes for showstopping
confections such as Cinnamon Pavlova with Praline Cream and Fresh Figs and Flourless Chocolate Layer Cake with Coffee,
Walnut, and Rosewater. • Finalist for the 2018 James Beard Foundation Book Awards for "Baking and Desserts" and
"Photography" categories • Finalist for the 2018 International Association of Culinary Professionals (IACP) Cookbook Award for
"Baking" category
Available for the first time in an American edition, this debut cookbook, from bestselling authors Yotam Ottolenghi and Sami
Tamimi of Plenty and Jerusalem, features 140 recipes culled from the popular Ottolenghi restaurants and inspired by the diverse
culinary traditions of the Mediterranean. Yotam Ottolenghi’s four eponymous restaurants—each a patisserie, deli, restaurant, and
bakery rolled into one—are among London’s most popular culinary destinations. Now available for the first time in an American
edition and updated with US measurements throughout, this debut cookbook from the celebrated, bestselling authors of Jerusalem
and Plenty features 140 recipes culled from the popular Ottolenghi restaurants and inspired by the diverse culinary traditions of the
Mediterranean. The recipes reflect the authors’ upbringings in Jerusalem yet also incorporate culinary traditions from California,
Italy, and North Africa, among others. Featuring abundant produce and numerous fish and meat dishes, as well as Ottolenghi’s
famed cakes and breads, Ottolenghi invites you into a world of inventive flavors and fresh, vibrant cooking.
Experience Yotam Ottolenghi’s wholly original approach to Middle Eastern-inspired, vegetable-centric cooking with over 280
recipes in a convenient ebook bundle of the beloved New York Times bestselling cookbooks Plenty More and Ottolenghi Simple.
From powerhouse chef and author (with over five million book copies sold) Yotam Ottolenghi comes this collection of two fan
favorites. These definitive books feature over 280 recipes—spanning every meal, from breakfast to dessert, including snacks and
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sides—showcasing Yotam’s trademark dazzling, boldly flavored, Middle Eastern cooking style. Full of weeknight winners, for
vegetarians and omnivores alike, such as Braised Eggs with Leeks and Za’atar, Polenta Chips with Avocado and Yogurt, Lamb
and Feta Meatballs, Baked Orzo with Mozzarella and Oregano, and Halvah Ice Cream with Chocolate Sauce and Roasted
Peanuts, Essential Ottolenghi includes: Plenty More: More than 150 dazzling recipes emphasize spices, seasonality, and bold
flavors. Organized by cooking method, from inspired salads to hearty main dishes and luscious desserts, this collection will change
the way you cook and eat vegetables. Ottolenghi Simple: These 130 streamlined recipes packed with Yotam’s famous flavors are
all simple in at least (and often more than) one way: made in thirty minutes or less, with ten or fewer ingredients, in a single pot,
using pantry staples, or prepared ahead of time for brilliantly, deliciously simple meals.
Named one of the Best Fall Cookbooks 2020 by The New York Times, Eater, Epicurious, Food & Wine, Forbes, Saveur, Serious
Eats, The Smithsonian, The San Francisco Chronicle, The Los Angeles Times, The Boston Globe, The Chicago Tribune, CNN
Travel, The Kitchn, Chowhound, NPR, The Art of Eating Longlist 2021 and many more; plus international media attention including
The Financial times, The Globe and Mail, The Telegraph, The Guardian, The Independent, The Times (U.K.), Delicious Magazine
(U.K.), The Times (Ireland), and Vogue India and winner of The Guild of U.K. Food Writers (General Cookbook). Finalist for the
2021 IACP Cookbook Award. "The Flavor Equation" deserves space on the shelf right next to "Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat" as a titan of
the how-and-why brigade."– The New Yorker "Deep and illuminating, fresh and highly informative... a most brilliant achievement."
– Yotam Ottolenghi "[A] beautiful and intelligent book." – J. Kenji López-Alt, author The Food Lab and Chief Consultant for Serious
Eats.com Aroma, texture, sound, emotion—these are just a few of the elements that play into our perceptions of flavor. The Flavor
Equation demonstrates how to convert approachable spices, herbs, and commonplace pantry items into tasty, simple dishes. In
this groundbreaking book, Nik Sharma, scientist, food blogger, and author of the buzz-generating cookbook Season, guides home
cooks on an exploration of flavor in more than 100 recipes. • Provides inspiration and knowledge to both home cooks and
seasoned chefs • An in-depth exploration into the science of taste • Features Nik Sharma's evocative, trademark photography
style The Flavor Equation is an accessible guide to elevating elemental ingredients to make delicious dishes that hit all the right
notes, every time. Recipes include Brightness: Lemon-Lime Mintade, Saltiness: Roasted Tomato and Tamarind Soup, Sweetness:
Honey Turmeric Chicken Kebabs with Pineapple, Savoriness: Blistered Shishito Peppers with Bonito Flakes, and Richness:
Coconut Milk Cake. • A global, scientific approach to cooking from bestselling cookbook author Nik Sharma • Dives deep into the
most basic of our pantry items—salts, oils, sugars, vinegars, citrus, peppers, and more • Perfect gift for home cooks who want to
learn more beyond recipes, those interested in the science of food and flavor, and readers of Lucky Peach, Serious Eats, IndianIsh, and Koreatown • Add it to the shelf with cookbooks like The Food Lab: Better Home Cooking Through Science by J. Kenji
López-Alt; Ottolenghi Flavor: A Cookbook by Yotam Ottolenghi; and Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat: Mastering the Elements of Good
Cooking by Samin Nosrat.
From the New York Times bestselling author and his superteam of chefs, this is Ottolenghi unplugged: 85+ irresistible recipes for
flexible, everyday home cooking that unlock the secrets of your pantry, fridge, and freezer Led by Yotam Ottolenghi and Noor
Murad, the revered team of chefs at the Ottolenghi Test Kitchen gives everyday home cooks the accessible yet innovative Middle
Eastern-inspired recipes they need to put dinner on the table with less stress and less fuss. With fit-for-real-life chapters like “The
Freezer Is Your Friend,” “That One Shelf in the Back of Your Pantry,” and “Who Does the Dishes?” (a.k.a. One-Pot Meals), Shelf
Love teaches readers how to flex with fewer ingredients, get creative with their pantry staples, and add playful twists to familiar
classics. All the signature Ottolenghi touches fans love are here—big flavors, veggie-forward appeal, diverse influences—but are
distilled to maximize ease and creative versatility. These dishes pack all the punch and edge you expect from Ottolenghi, using
what you've got to hand—that last can of chickpeas or bag of frozen peas—without extra trips to the grocery store. Humble
ingredients and crowd-pleasing recipes abound, including All-the-Herbs Dumplings with Caramelized Onions, Mac and Cheese
with Za'atar Pesto, Cacio e Pepe Chickpeas, and Crispy Spaghetti and Chicken. With accessible recipe features like MIYO (Make
It Your Own) that encourage ingredient swaps and a whimsical, lighthearted spirit, the fresh voices of the Ottolenghi Test Kitchen
will deliver kitchen confidence and joyful inspiration to new and old fans alike.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The author of Plenty teams up with Ottolenghi Test Kitchen’s Ixta Belfrage to reveal how
flavor is created and amplified through 100+ super-delicious, plant-based recipes. IACP AWARD FINALIST • NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • NPR • The Washington Post • The Guardian •
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution • National Geographic • Town & Country • Epicurious “Bold, innovative recipes . . . make this
book truly thrilling.”—The New York Times Level up your vegetables. In this groundbreaking cookbook, Yotam Ottolenghi and Ixta
Belfrage offer a next-level approach to vegetables that breaks down the fundamentals of cooking into three key elements: process,
pairing, and produce. For process, Yotam and Ixta show how easy techniques such as charring and infusing can change the way
you think about cooking. Discover how to unlock new depths of flavor by pairing vegetables with sweetness, fat, acidity, or chile
heat, and learn to identify the produce that has the innate ability to make dishes shine. With main courses, sides, desserts, and a
whole pantry of “flavor bombs” (homemade condiments), there’s something for any meal, any night of the week, including
surefire hits such as Stuffed Eggplant in Curry and Coconut Dal, Spicy Mushroom Lasagne, and Romano Pepper Schnitzels.
Chock-full of low-effort, high-impact dishes that pack a punch and standout meals for the relaxed cook, Ottolenghi Flavor is a
revolutionary approach to vegetable cooking.
From the author of the most groundbreaking student cookery books of recent times comes this ultimate collection. Great sales,
rave reviews and the creation of a community behind the Beyond Baked Beans series of books - www.beyondbakedbeans.com
and a Facebook group - spawned a community of student followers. Three such students have joined Fiona for this ultimate
collection, which comprises more than 200 recipes - each featuring extra tips and updates from Fiona and her student cooks.
There are lots of new recipes from Fiona and half a dozen recipes too from each of the students Beautifully designed, practical
and with more than 100 colour photographs, this is the book that every student will want and - at the incredibly purse-friendly price
of £10 - can afford. It's nothing less than The Ultimate Student Cookbook.
Winner of the M.F.K Fisher Award for Excellence in Culinary Writing from Les Dames d'Escoffier New York Times Best Cookbooks
of the Year Wall Street Journal Best Cookbooks of the Year BBC Food Programme Best Cookbooks of the Year A glorious
celebration of the food and people of Iran, featuring stories from home kitchens and more than 80 delicious, modern recipes. "This
is so much more than a compilation of recipes, gorgeous though they themselves are. This is a book that tells a story, both cultural
and personal, and her voice is as engaging as her food." --Nigella Lawson "Barberries, fresh herbs, date molasses, dried limes,
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saffron; Yasmin's Persian pantry staples are a roll call of my favourite ingredients. Her recipes are a mouthwatering showcase of a
beautiful country." --Yotam Ottolenghi "Not just a great cookbook but a book full of stories – a love letter to Iran and its people."
--Diana Henry Armed with little more than a notebook and a bottle of pomegranate molasses, and fueled by memories of her
family's farm in the lush seaside province of Gilan, British-Iranian cook Yasmin Khan traversed Iran in search of the most delicious
recipes for this Persian cookbook. Her quest took her from the snowy mountains of Tabriz to the cosmopolitan cafés of Tehran and
the pomegranate orchards of Isfahan, where she was welcomed into the homes of artists, farmers, electricians, and teachers.
Through her travels, she gained a unique insight into the culinary secrets of the Persian kitchen, and the lives of ordinary Iranians
today. In The Saffron Tales, Yasmin weaves together a tapestry of stories from Iranian home kitchens with exclusive photography
and fragrant, modern recipes that are rooted in the rich tradition of Persian cooking. All fully accessible for the home cook,
Yasmin's recipes range from the inimitable fesenjoon (chicken with walnuts and pomegranates) to kofte berenji (lamb meatballs
stuffed with prunes and barberries) and ghalyieh maygoo (shrimp, coriander, and tamarind stew). She also offers a wealth of
vegetarian dishes, including tahcheen (baked saffron and eggplant rice) and domaj (mixed herb, flatbread, and feta salad), as well
as sumptuous desserts such as rose and almond cake, and sour cherry and dark chocolate cookies. With stunning photography
from all corners of Iran and gorgeous recipe images, this lavish cookbook rejoices in the land, life, flavors, and food of an
enigmatic and beautiful country.

'Beautifully put-together with wonderfully crafted, full-on flavour recipes for everyone. A proper family feast of a
cookbook!' Tom Kerridge ‘This is a gorgeous book.’ Nigella Lawson ‘Lennie and Jessie are as madly entertaining to
read as they are to be around. They are also brilliant storytellers so every recipe is as personal as it could be: a classic
Jewish chopped liver served on Friday night dinners, aromatic Beef Stifado eaten on Greek holidays or an orange and
pistachio cake created by son and brother. I adore this family.’ Yotam Ottolenghi ‘This book encapsulates humour,
kindness, bucket loads of love and, most importantly, good food. I’m so happy to have the Ware family in my life and in
my kitchen.’ Sam Smith 'damned good food' The Telegraph ‘Mum. Guess what?’ ‘What Jessie?’ ‘We’ve written a
cookbook’. ‘I know darling! Do you think anyone will want to buy it?’ ‘Well, it’s the recipes we’ve made our guests –
the really good ones. Like the Sausage and Bean Casserole we made Ed Sheeran, the Drunken Crouton and Kale Salad
we made Yotam Ottolenghi and the two Blackberry and Custard Tarts we served Nigella.' 'You ate a whole one before
she arrived, darling.' 'It’s a bloody good recipe mum.' Cooking through Table Manners is like having Jessie and Lennie at
the table with you: brash, funny and full of opinions. In true Ware style, their cookbook is divided into Effortless, A Bit
More Effort, Summertime, Desserts and Baking (thanks to Jessie’s brother Alex), Chrismukkah (Christmas, Hanukkah
and celebrations) and, of course, Jewish-ish Food. These delicious, easy dishes are designed for real people with busy
and sometimes chaotic lives with the ultimate goal of everyone eating together so unfiltered chat can flourish.
The hotly anticipated follow-up to London chef Yotam Ottolenghi’s bestselling and award-winning cookbook Plenty,
featuring more than 150 vegetarian dishes organized by cooking method. Yotam Ottolenghi is one of the world’s most
beloved culinary talents. In this follow-up to his bestselling Plenty, he continues to explore the diverse realm of vegetarian
food with a wholly original approach. Organized by cooking method, more than 150 dazzling recipes emphasize spices,
seasonality, and bold flavors. From inspired salads to hearty main dishes and luscious desserts, Plenty More is a musthave for vegetarians and omnivores alike. This visually stunning collection will change the way you cook and eat
vegetables
A cookbook from acclaimed London restaurant Nopi, by powerhouse author Yotam Ottolenghi and Nopi head chef
Ramael Scully. Pandan leaves meet pomegranate seeds, star anise meets sumac, and miso meets molasses in this
collection of 120 new recipes from Yotam Ottolenghi's restaurant. In collaboration with Nopi's head chef Ramael Scully,
Yotam's journey from the Middle East to the Far East is one of big and bold flavors, with surprising twists along the way.
Travis Lett's new American cuisine from Los Angeles's most talked-about restaurant. Standout cookbook featuring 125+
rustic and delicious dishes: Gjelina in Venice Beach, California is lauded by critics from London to New York to San
Francisco. It is beloved by stars, locals, and out-of-towners alike for its seductive simplicity and seasonal New American
menu created by talented chef Travis Lett. • With 125 rustic and utterly delicious salads, toasts, pizzas, vegetable and
grain dishes, pastas, fish and meat mains, and desserts that have had fans clamoring for a table at Gjelina since the
restaurant burst onto the scene in 2008. • More than 150 color photographs from acclaimed photographer Michael
Graydon and stylist Nikole Herriott. The tactile and artisanal packaging of this recipe book evoke the vibe of Venice
Beach and the Gjelina (the G's silent) aesthetic, and showcase the beautiful plated food of chef Travis Lett's ingredientbased, vegetable-centric cooking. Much like cookbook best sellers from Yotam Ottolenghi's Jerusalem, Plenty, and
Ottolenghi, Gjelina is the cookbook for the way we want to eat now. • Gorgeous cookbook will be a go-to for inspiring
recipes as well as for simply admiring the photographed plated dishes. • Mouthwatering recipes include broccoli rabe
pesto, grilled kale with shallot-yogurt dressing and toasted hazelnuts, mushroom toast, baby radishes with black olive
and anchovy aioli, ricotta gnocchi with cherry tomato Pomodoro, farro with beet and mint yogurt, cioppino, steaks with
smoky tomato butter and cipollini, strawberry-rhubarb polenta crisp, and more.
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